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ISM-11253 Data owners without notification flag receive email for interactive activity Bug 

Data owners without notification flag receive an email when an interactive activity is created. 

 

ISM-11364 Identifier rule elements mode "User name" displayed incorrectly Bug 

The elements mode "User name" is displayed when editing a username rule, whereas it is only needed for 
UPN and email rules. 

 

ISM-11375 Validation messages contain encoded characters Bug 

Validation messages may be encoded twice for security reasons and therefore may contain encoded 
characters. 

 

ISM-11383 Plugin sync does not remove resource options correctly Bug 

Under certain circumstances, resource option values are not reset correctly when synced by plugins. 

 

ISM-11385 Assignments of deleted profiles visible Bug 

In certain situations, deleted profiles will continue to appear with persons. 

 

ISM-11407 Wrong identifier suffix sort order Bug 

The identifier suffix records may be displayed in an incorrect order in their decision table in certain situations. 

 

ISM-11409 Profile management error Bug 

An error occurs when loading the profile management page with more than 1000 profiles on Oracle databases. 

 

ISM-11416 Field mapping: External systems not sorted alphabetically Bug 

The selection of external systems when creating a new field mapping is not sorted alphabetically. 

 

ISM-11418 Interactive activity file upload blocks other components Bug 

If an interactive activity contains a file upload, the file upload blocks any components above the file upload. 

 

ISM-11420 Interactive activity: Resource information fields Bug 

Under certain circumstances, a resource's information field data is not stored correctly when using an 
interactive activity. 

 

ISM-11428 Error querying Active Directory during long-running file server permission 
assignments 

Bug 

In certain configurations, Active Directory queries may cause errors during long-running permission 
assignments. 

 

ISM-11444 Error during plugin field mapping Bug 

When conducting the field mapping, some plugins may encounter errors. The error message in the request is 
"Plugin fields are not set". 
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ISM-11450 Data owner overview: Confusing behavior when filtering by administrator Bug 

When filtering for a person assigned to the Administrator role in the data owner overview, all objects with data 
owners are displayed even though the "Include administrators" option is not selected. 

 

ISM-11458 Misleading display of deny permissions in recertification Bug 

During recertifications deny permissions are displayed as normal permissions. 

 

ISM-8450 Profile alignment: warn when selecting conflicting suggestions Feature 

In the profile alignment, sometimes contradictory suggestions may appear. For example, removing a profile 
and adding a resource from that profile at the same time. Both options are valid, but selecting and performing 
both is usually not useful. In this case, a warning is now displayed and the suggestions are marked with an 
icon. 

 

ISM-9606 Active Directory groups: Improved save message Feature 

The message that appears when saving changes to Active Directory groups now takes the status of the 
resulting requests into account. 

 

ISM-11158 Improved support for editable setting of resources Feature 

The editable setting of resources is now taken into account in additional places, e.g. in the self-service area. 

 

ISM-11255 Field rule person search Feature 

It is now possible to start a person search using field rules. 

 

ISM-11258 Improve date format labels Feature 

The labels of the selectable date formats in the field mapping have been improved and now use the Java date 
format. 

 

ISM-11279 Schedule requests created by profile assignment Feature 

When manually assigning a profile to a person, a scheduled date for the requests created by this profile 
assignment can be defined. This allows for immediate approval of the profile assignment and its contents, while 
the provisioning of the profile contents is delayed to the chosen date. 

 

ISM-11285 Use domain controller host for Exchange scan Feature 

The Exchange scan now uses the domain controller host, configured in the domain settings, instead of the 
given domain name. 

 

ISM-11291 Allow plugins to ask for additional confirmation before update Feature 

Plugins can now define whether tenfold shows an additional confirmation dialog before updating the plugin. 

 

ISM-11293 Preconditions for job execution Feature 

Jobs can now require certain preconditions to be fulfilled before the job can be executed. 
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ISM-11359 Warn about wrong hostname in license Feature 

A warning is shown during an update and on the tenfold start page if the hostname in the license does not 
match the server running tenfold. A new installation with the wrong hostname is prevented. 

 

ISM-11372 Remember job execution responsible for request creation Feature 

Requests can now store which job execution it was created by. 

 

ISM-11413 Prevent assignments to "Special" Exchange right Feature 

Assignments to the "Special" Exchange right are not possible and are now also prevented in the user interface. 

 

ISM-11430 Allow tenfold menu to scroll long sub menus Feature 

The tenfold main menu now allows scrolling of long sub menus. This is needed if many plugins are installed. 

 

ISM-11432 Allow prefix and suffix for generated values Feature 

When creating a generated value with the data type "String" and the generation "Combined value" it is now 
possible to define a prefix and suffix that is only added to the result if the selected field has a value. 

 

ISM-11435 Description of recertification table navigation Feature 

A description has been added to explain how to navigate large recertification tables. 

 

 


